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HOBIE MIRAGE SPEEDO
Removable, “pitot tube” speedometer 

measures your pedaling speed.  Fits current 
MirageDrive systems only (Plastic spine on 

drive serial number 16054 and higher).
80030001 SPEEDO

DRIVE wELL SEAL  Keeps the 
seat area drier. Seals the aft end of the 
MirageDrive well. Limits the incursion of 
water into the cockpit caused by the surge 
action of the drive fins. Testers also claim 
some improvement of forward thrust. Easily 
attaches to any MirageDrive. Kit includes one  
seal and two attachment "zip ties". 
81037001 Well Seal     
81038001 i - Well Seal     

MIRAGEDRIVE SPARE PARTS KITS
Spare parts kits include a fin, mast, sprocket, 
chain and appropriate parts for the drive 
version. Older drives have sprockets and 
masts that use a set screw connection. 
"V2" drives use threaded sprockets and 
masts. All in a handy zippered pouch. 
Don't waste a day on the water when your 
MirageDrive could be easily repaired. 
Available for the standard fin drive or a drive 
with the ST Turbo fins. Standard kit shown. 

80010201 Standard (Set Screw Sprocket) 
80013201 Turbo (Set Screw Sprocket) 

80010301 "V2" Standard (Threaded Sprocket) 
80013301 "V2" Turbo (Threaded Sprocket) 

PADDLE “T” HAnDLE  Convert your kayak paddle to a 
canoe style paddle. Easier to store on many models of Hobie 
Mirage kayaks where paddle use is unnecessary while using the 
MirageDrive. Plugs into the female half of the kayak paddle.
74049001 PADDLE “T” HAnDLE  

MIRAGE SEAT PAD – InFLATABLE 
“I-COMFORT”  Adjustable comfort! Replaces 
the standard foam seat pad for the Hobie Mirage. 
Adjust the cushion by adding or releasing air 
pressure. Like an inflatable camping pad. Has an 
internal self inflating foam and an air valve through 
which the pad can be further inflated / deflated to suit 
the users comfort. Not designed for use on Hobie Mirage 
Inflatable kayaks. Can be used in combination (stacked) on 
the standard seat cushion.
72020028 MIRAGE SEAT PAD – InFLATABLE “I-COMFORT”

LEASH KIT - MIRAGEDRIVE
If you ever remove your MirageDrive while 
on the water... protect your investment from 
an accidental drop overboard. Includes 
hardware for attachment to the hull.
74052101 LEASH KIT - MIRAGE 
DRIVE    

PEDAL PAD KIT
Softer on your feet! Neoprene pads are self adheasive and stick right to your pedals.
72020034  PEDAL PAD KIT BLACK (PAIR)   
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THIGH COnTROL STRAPS
Padded thigh control straps.  Clip to standard 
kayaks.  Hook over thigh/knees for better 
control and power when paddling.
72500001 THIGH COnTROL STRAPS

   

74050001

74051001

PADDLE LEASH 
Secure paddle to your boats bow eye.  Keep the paddle with the boat after a capsize. By 
holding the paddle after a capsize you can also be sure that the boat stays with you and cannot 
drift away. Web paddle leash is made from hollow webbing and an internal shock cord. Coil 
leash is elastic plastic coil.
74050001   PADDLE LEASH - wEB 4.5’      
74051001   PADDLE LEASH - COIL       
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MULTI  STRAP SYSTEM
Hang your kayak for storage, use as bow and 
stern lines or use them as carrying handles.  
Multi purpose straps can be attached to the 
boat and adjusted for many uses. Made from 
durable black polypropylene webbing.  
72041  MULTI STRAP  (Pair) 

   

STAInLESS STEEL POCKET KnIVES 
STAnDARD  Marlin spike and single 
blade. 3.5 oz.
1550  Standard   

DELUxE Marlin spike, knife blade, shackle 
tool, and screwdriver. 4.0 oz. 
1551  Deluxe   
YACHTSMAn Marlin spike, blade, 
shackle tool. 2.0 oz. 
1555  Yachtsman   

HOG RInG PLIERS Cinch rings, hog 
rings, upholsterers clamp. They are all the 
same and these are the pliers to crimp them 
with. Use them on shockcord.
83104 Each 

GERBER nEEDLEnOSE MULTI-
PLIER®  Since 1939 Gerber has 
produced high quality innovative products 
for the outdoors.  Features included in this 
model are; needlenose pliers, wire cutter, 
crimper, standard/ metric scale, lanyard 
ring, cross head screwdriver, bottle/can 
opener, serrated sheeps foot blade, large, 
medium, and small flathead screwdrivers, 
file, drop point blade, and it adapts to the 
Gerber Tool Kit! This Multi-Plier® comes 
with the S.A.F.T. PLUS ™ System where 
each component opens independently of all 
others, locks tightly against a positive stop 
roll bar and stays tight until you unlock it.  
Stainless steel construction with a limited 
lifetime warranty!
83102 GERBER TOOL

KC wELDER PRO wITH 
HOBIE COLOR ROD STOCK  
80 Watt element, flat tip and a 
3/16” hole in tip for rod insertion. 
Includes a selection of Hobie color 
welding rod. Fix holes and cracks 
or customize polyethylene products. 
Insert the rod into the tip and place 
against the product to be welded. 
The tip heats the plastic surface and 
the rod. As the materials melt, move 
the tip along the repair area while 

pushing the rod into the tip to fill the repair area with new plastic material. Plug small 
holes after moving accessories. Rebuild keels after excessive wear from dragging.
72097001 KC wELDER PRO     

KAYAK RIGGInG KIT - HARDwARE Set of fasteners for rigging a kayak for fishing accessories. A custom selection of hardware 
chosen by the Hobie fishing experts. Includes stainless bolts, nuts, washers, well nuts and more.  All packed in a handy Plano box. You can 
purchase any of the items separately.  Purchase the kit and have it all, or pick and choose your own based on your individual needs. All 
included parts are listed below as well as many more in the numerical section of our catalog.
72020300  Kayak rigging kit

ITEM QTY PART ITEM
1 1 72020310 PLANO BOX - KAYAK RIG KIT 
2 12 8032051 SCREW 1/4-20 X 1-1/4 RHMS
3 12 8030111 SCREW 10-32 X 1 PHMS-P SS
4 12 8030251 SCREW 10-32 X 1" FHMS
5 12 8030161 SCREW 10-32x1 1/2 RHMS-P SS
6 18 8080701 WASHER 1/4 X 1 SS HP
7 24 8080731 WASHER #10 FNDR SS
8 12 8050111 NUT 1/4-20  HX NYLOCK
9 24 8050201 NUT 10-32 NYLOCK LOPRO
10 12 8050221 NUT (WELL NUT) 10-32 x1
11 8 71110001 PAD EYE-BLK NYLON-3/8"
12 18 53410061 LINE HANGER
13 8 78510001 BUNGEE HOOK
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TECH TIP!

"wELL nUT" FASTEnERS are tubular rubber fittings with an imbedded brass nut in the base. These 
are similar to a molly screw commonly used in sheet rock. They expand within the structure and give you 
a virtual backing nut and washer in an area that is inaccessible. Well nuts can be used for mounting many 
accessories to kayaks. Simply drill a hole as a net-fit dimension for the well nut. Insert the nut and position 
the hardware to be fastened. Insert and thread in the screw. Tighten until very snug. The brass nut is drawn 
up against the inside surface of the kayak which expands the rubber to a dimension that is too large to pull 
through the hole.


